‘The People’s Poet’
Geoff Goodfellow

the ever-resilient
will return to Tasmania during 2023

Hobart: 20 – 24 February
Launceston & N.W.: 20 – 29 March
Goodfellow provides audiences with a perspective on working class life in Australia today. He
doesn’t romanticize or turn a blind eye to important issues like drug & alcohol abuse, domestic
violence, issues of consent, blue collar employment, unemployment, generational poverty and how
destitution can manifest in criminal behaviour.
Geoff’s message is strong: get an education because language is power.
His latest work is an edgy verse novella, Blight Street. This gives a window into
the lives of 16-year-old Carl and his girlfriend Larissa, focusing on the family
dysfunction that plagues their everyday lives. Short, brutally honest and yet
hopeful, Blight Street will appeal to students in Years 10 to 12. The
accompanying task-oriented, free, downloadable Study Guide (structured by
Tasmanian English teacher, Emily Peterson) is a valuable teaching aid for
students and teachers alike.

As a cancer survivor (head and neck cancer in 2008 and currently being treated
for bladder cancer), Geoff can talk about resilience and self-discipline and
deliver a strong anti-smoking message. His work Waltzing with Jack Dancer
chronicles part of his own battle, giving a vivid demonstration of the power of
poetry. Secondary students of all ages will be captivated.

Goodfellow’s prose memoir Out of Copley Street: a working class boyhood
provides an ideal starting point to engage students in the important task of
writing their own, personal stories. This will appeal to all high school aged
students.
Attached is the poem ‘Liking Jasmin’, which will be published as a giveaway
postcard for this tour. It’s a poem that will stimulate discussion around how we
use language as well as being a poem students will enjoy and relate to.
After Geoff’s work with students in 2022, English teacher Robyn Cooper wrote for EduTATE:

“we wait with eagerness and a sense of certainty for Geoff’s return to Cosgrove
High School.”

Book early. Don’t miss out on experiencing Goodfellow’s presentation of poetry for yourself.
Phone bookings direct to Geoff Goodfellow 0407 972 184
Email: poetforhire@geoffgoodfellow.com
www.geoffgoodfellow.com (check out the Blight Street Study Guide)

Liking Jasmin
They were sitting outside of Zambrero
on Semaphore Road
seated across from one another
at a high bench table
they might have been eighteen –
twenty at the outside
both good looking girls with
mousy blonde hair worn up
although they both had loud voices
it was hard not to overhear the tallest girl
deliver her rant
he was like a tradie or something & like
Jasmin is like into those types of guys &
she like has been going with him like for
about four months now & he like tells
her not to like wear so much makeup &
like don’t wear so much colour & like
your hair would like suit you better down
than like up & he like even said don’t wear
heels like i don’t like the sound of them
& she like takes this shit
& on

& on

& on

it went

now don’t get me wrong . . .
i don’t relish listening in to people’s private
conversations but the thing about this chick
doing all the talking was that in all her ranting
she never once said whether she really like
liked Jasmin.

